
SB-63

Repealing the ineffective and costly "War on Drugs" incarceration campaign and relocating its

funding to public rehabilitation and treatment.

IN THE SENATE OF THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Mr. Shin of Illinois introduced the following bill;

A BILL

Repealing the ineffective and costly "War on Drugs" incarceration campaign and relocating its

funding to public rehabilitation and treatment.

Be it enacted by The American Legion Boys Nation Senate assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Restructuring of the War on Drugs Act".

SECTION 2. Repealing federal funding for the War on Drugs incarceration initiatives -

In 2011, the Global Commission on Drug Policy declared that "the global war on drugs has failed,

with devastating consequences for individuals and societies around the world". Therefore,

    (1) The federal government shall relocate some funding used for incarceration, as our current use of

capital is unwise.

          (A) Incarceration funding will be reduced by eliminating the inconsistent and unjust sentence
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minimums for drug possession, which will account for mitigating factors on a case by case basis. This

will in turn reduce the number of people in prison for drug offenses at any given time.

          (B) The War on Drugs encompasses all federal efforts to end the production, distribution, and

consumption of psychoactive drugs using law enforcement, military intervention, and judicial

processes.

    (2) The exact amount of money relocated shall be determined by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. The

relocation shall be gradual as to not disrupt the current system.

SECTION 3. Relocating said funding to public rehabilitation and treatment -

Studies have shown that convicts without proper treatment, both physical and mental, will revert to

their addictions in their future. Therefore, the money withdrawn from War on Drugs incarceration

programs shall be:

    (1) Used to subsidize the physical and mental treatment of prisoners convicted on drug-related

charges, so that each individual receives the help needed to become a responsible member of society.

    (2) This shall be done through the hiring of specialists who will spend time in correctional facilities

helping prepare prisoners for a healthy life after prison.

    (3) The federal budget committee will ensure that only the amount of money taken from

incarceration will be used for rehabilitation programs, as to not increase the overall funding for the

War on Drugs.
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